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Abstract: Wine making is usually considered a domain being far off the process-
ing of speech and language. But in a particular aspect, the domains of speech
processing and wine making are related, namely, in the description of wine aro-
mas. These descriptors are used for creating wine expertise as well as more general
(advertisement-like) textual representations. In the current paper, we use Natural
Language Processing techniques, especially Named Entity Recognition, to identify
Aspects and Opinions, reflecting wine characteristics. These are combined with
analyses of respective relations (triplet extraction) building Aspect-Opinion-Pairs
to establish indicative aroma descriptors, also trying to approach the complex inter-
play amongst these individual statements. In our experiments, we rely on the Fal-
staff corpus comprising a huge set of wine descriptions. This results in an average
F1 score of around 0.85 for Aspect-Opinion classification. For triplet generation
multiple strategies were compared, resulting in an average F1 score of 0.67 in this
challenging task. For both tasks we rely only on a handful of manually annotated
samples, applying pseudo-labeling methods from seed data to achieve automatic
labeling.

1 Introduction

Wine making has a long history but is still a difficult and challenging business. For this, a
multitude of expertise is necessary ranging from the perfect condition for harvesting the grapes
to the process of fermentation to aging the wine in barrels, and finally the advertisement of the
wine. The latter is related to a perfect description of the wine’s aroma. Usually, winemakers and
sommeliers exert their knowledge to achieve this, considering professional expertise as well as
advertising texts, being intended for the general public [1].

As part of the project “PINOT”1, we specifically regard the handling of wine aroma de-
scriptors. The aim is the automatic processing of given descriptions to establish an automati-
cally generated (synthesized) wine description based on multiple sensor inputs. In this sense,
the entire process is divided into 1) the assignment of existing wine descriptions to scalar rat-
ings, 2) the transfer of raw sensor inputs to scalar ratings, and 3) the automatic generation of
novel wine descriptions from these sensor-based scalar ratings.
Our main objective is to evaluate how an automatic, natural language processing-based han-
dling of wine aroma descriptors can be established and how the complex interplay of fine-
graded opinion words like “deep dark” in relation to character-giving expressions like “choco-
late brown” can be automatically linked (cf. Table 1). Therefore, in the current manuscript, we

1https://pinot-ai.com/ (last accessed 10 of January 2024).
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focus on the pseudo-labeling of Aspect-Opinion-Pairs (AOPs), modeling the knowledge in wine
aroma descriptors. Therefore, we relied on Named Entity Recognition (NER) models (e.g. [2]),
Triplet Extraction Models (e.g. [3]), and the Simulated+Unsupervised Learning (S+U Learn-
ing) approach [4], applying those to the Falstaff corpus (cf. Section 3). Given this combination
of methods, we were able to construct highly confident labels for AOPs on unlabeled data in an
automatic fashion, reducing the manual effort drastically. As a result of the experiments, more
than 80% of the data were pseudo-labeled with high confidence for the task of NER. It also
yielded an increase in the F1 scores in the classification of Aspects and Opinions across each
iteration. For the task of triplet extraction, the implementation of additional heuristics to the
model predicted labels led to an increase in the F1 scores, and also a considerable amount of
data being pseudo-labeled with high confidence. The subsequent sections of this paper focuses
on the concept of S+U learning, outlining the steps involved in model training and discussing
various strategies employed to enhance model performance.

2 Related Work

We focus on the main aspects contributing to the current manuscript and implementations,
namely, NER, Triplet Extraction and pseudo-labeling.

NER is the task of fetching rigid designators from a given text description classified as
person, location etc. [2]. Understanding and extracting structured information from unstruc-
tured text data is a crucial function of NER, which comes handy for many Natural Language
Processing (NLP) applications such as question answering, text summarization, and machine
translation [2]. [2] also provides a survey on the different deep learning approaches imple-
mented for NER. Our task involves fetching Aspects and Opinions as entities within a wine
descriptor, for which we have made use of the work of [5].

Triplet Extraction involves the identification of relations amongst different entities detected
within a text [6]. A combination of NER and Triplet Extraction is used for knowledge extraction
purposes in the textual content. [6] provides a survey on different approaches made for tasks
related to Triplet Extraction. For our experiments, we made use of the implementation of [3] to
find those Aspects and Opinions that were linked to one another.

Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) involves training a neural network on a combination of
manually labeled, and model-predicted highly-confident labeled data over multiple iterations
until a termination condition is reached [7]. Pseudo-labeling is an SSL approach that has proven
effective for training machine learning models with limited labeled data. Given our experience
with pseudo-labeling in a different domain [8], a similar approach was taken to iteratively gen-
erate pseudo-labels for the task of NER and Triplet Extraction for texts within the wine domain.

3 Data Set

All experiments were implemented on the tastings data that were collected from Falstaff, an
online accessible wine magazine. A total of 122,000 wine aroma descriptors were piled up,
which were in German, comprising various regional influences in the wording. One of the key
aspects was to collect wine aroma descriptors that were at sommelier level (cf. Table 1). From
the entire corpus a subset of 5,000 samples was manually checked.

In the current research, we are aiming for AOPs. Therefore, the entities were classified
as ‘Aspects’ which determined the unique characteristics of a wine, and ‘Opinions’ which fur-
ther specify the Aspects. Based on these detected entities, we additionally aim to detect rel-
evant triplets forming the AOPs. Consider from Table 1, for example, an aroma descriptor
of type “Tiefdunkles Rubingranat, opaker Kern, violette Reflexe, zarte Randaufhellung”: the
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Table 1 – Sample wine descriptors from Falstaff.

Original German Texts English Translated Texts
Tiefdunkles Rubingranat, opaker Kern,
violette Reflexe, zarte Randaufhellung.

Deep dark ruby-garnet colour, opaque core,
violet reflections, delicate edge brightening.

Am Gaumen weich, rotbeerige Frucht,
sehr lebendig, Orangenzestentouch im Finale.

Soft on the palate, red berry fruit,
very lively, orange zest touch in the finish.

terms “Rubingranat”, “Kern”, “Reflexe” and “Randaufhellung” are Aspects, while “Tiefdun-
kles”, “opaker”, “violette” and “zarte” are characterizing Opinions. Hence, the AOPs formed
within this descriptor are “Rubingranat - Tiefdunkles", “Kern - opaker", “Reflexe - violette" and
“Randaufhellung - zarte". A sentence-level tokenization was performed on the collected corpus
which yielded 360,000 sentences. As an initial seed, 200 sentences were picked from random
positions and were manually annotated with the help of domain expertise.

4 Methods and Experimental Setup

4.1 Simulated+Unsupervised Learning

Originally, the idea of S+U Learning, introduced in [4], was developed in the context of the
training process of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). Regarding the conceptual capa-
bilities of those neural networks, GANs provide a framework to generate synthesized samples
that can be used for training of neural approaches to improve their performance. For details on
the entire original concept, we refer to [4] and [9]. In the current manuscript, we do not use a
GAN approach, but adapted the S+U Learning method to our wine description framework.

In summary, given the S+U Learning approach, the (manual) effort of annotated data col-
lections can be drastically reduced and in addition, “a nearly unlimited stream of training data
could be produced with nearly zero marginal costs, given a sophisticated simulation” [9], which
can be integrated into (theoretically) any learning paradigm (cf. e.g. [10]).

4.2 Network Approach

In line with the objectives of S+U Learning, simulated data was achieved using a combination
of back-translation techniques (German-English-German) [11], fine-tuning an existing NER
model [5] as well as an existing Triplet Extraction model [3], both with the help of German-
BERT2 embeddings. A separate NER model [5], and Triplet Extraction model [3] were trained
iteratively on a combination of simulated and unlabeled data as a part of the pseudo-labeling
steps.

Tasks related to NER were implemented by fine-tuning an existing Sequence Tagger model
[5] using in particular the FLAIR framework [12]. These were fine-tuned using in particular
the German-based BERT embeddings, with a mini-batch size of 4,096, and a mini-batch chunk
size of 5 and with an early stopping technique for a patience of 5 epochs. The remaining
hyperparameters were chosen in accordance with [5].

Additionally, tasks related to AOPs were implemented by fine-tuning the implementation
of [3] with the help of German-based BERT embeddings. The remaining hyperparameters were
retained as per the original implementations in [3].

2https://huggingface.co/bert-base-german-cased (last accessed 10 of January 2024).
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Figure 1 – Workflow of the selected networks starting from individual samples. In the sentence, the
Opinion (highlighted in grey) and Aspect (highlighted in blue) terms are marked.

4.3 Training the NER Models

NER models were trained across three iterations. During the first iteration, the model was
adapted for 150 epochs purely on simulated data (training duration of 30 minutes). At the end of
the first iteration, predictions were made on the unlabeled data. Those data which had an average
confidence score greater than or equal to 0.95 were considered as confident pseudo-labeled data.
During the second iteration, the model was fine-tuned on a combination of simulated data and
confident pseudo-labeled data from the first iteration, for a total of 10 epochs. During the third
iteration, the model was fine-tuned on a combination of simulated data, confident pseudo-labels
from previous iterations, and also on a sample set of 200 low-confident samples that were picked
and manually rectified at the end of the second iteration. The training period for the second and
the third iterations lasted roughly 16 hours each.

For the evaluation of our results, we applied the commonly used F1 score, the harmonic
ratio of recall and precision.

4.4 Training the AOP models

Different approaches were implemented to generate the pseudo-labels for the task of AOPs.
This involved the naive approach, and the implementation of two additional strategies:

Naive Approach: This was similar to the approach taken in training the NER models. The
first iteration involved training a model from scratch using only 200 simulated data. The second
iteration involved fine-tuning this model using a combination of simulated data and confident
pseudo-labeled data from the first iteration. The challenges faced in the outcomes of this ap-
proach (which will be discussed later) led to the implementation of two additional strategies.

Strategy 1: This involved the usage of 200 manually-rectified pseudo-labeled data at the end
of iteration 1 in the naive approach. These comprised of 100 samples whose average confidence
scores were in the range of 0.95 to 1.0 and were classified as high-confident after the application
of heuristics (cf. Section 5.2), and 100 samples whose average confidence scores were in the
range of 0.90 to 0.95. Therefore, the first strategy involved the usage of 400 data points - 200
each of simulated and rectified samples - for training a first iteration.

Strategy 2: The second strategy is based on a first training iteration purely relying on
200 rectified samples, attained from the first strategy, and evaluating the 200 manually labeled
data. This was done to compare model performances that were trained on original data against
simulated data. Additionally, heuristics were applied at the end of each iteration to narrow down
the marking of high-confident pseudo-labels.

Figure 1 shows the workflow of the selected networks. Consider for example a descriptor
of type “Zart nach Jasmin und Limette" (“delicate with jasmine and lime"): Here, the Aspects
are “Jasmin" and “Limette", while the Opinion is “Zart". The triplets identified within this
descriptor are “Jasmin - Zart", and “Limette - Zart".

As already applied in the NER experiments, we evaluated the performance using F1 scores.
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Table 2 – Results on NER experiments considering respective F1 scores and a number of pseudo-labels.

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3

F1 Score Aspect 0.891 0.894 0.896
F1 Score Opinion 0.796 0.809 0.811
# High Confident 101,058 302,164 330,244
# Low Confident 257,756 56,650 28,570
Training Time (h) 00:30 16:00 16:00

Table 3 – Results on Triplet Extraction experiments regarding F1 scores as well as the number of
pseudo-labels.

Approach Naive Approach Strategy 1 Strategy 2

Iter 1 Iter 2 Iter 1 Iter 2 Iter 1 Iter 2

F1 Score AOP 0.92 0.34 0.63 0.63 0.21 0.67
# High Confident 3,184 4,077 369 383 3,849 4,358

# Medium Confident 441 57 32 14 258 287
# Low Confident 355,189 354,680 357,713 357,717 354,007 353,469

5 Results

In this section, we discuss the findings of our investigations and refer to Tables 2 and 3, high-
lighting the achievements.

5.1 Results on NER

For the NER experiments, there was an increase in the F1 scores across all entities from itera-
tions 1 to 2. Considering the fact that the process of manual annotation is expensive and time-
consuming, and also considering the limited availability of data for domain adaptation (i.e., the
200 manually annotated samples), already more than 100,000 data points were pseudo-labeled
with high confidence by the end of the first iteration. Additionally, these pseudo-labeled data in
combination with the simulated data led to more than 300,000 real data points being annotated
by the end of iteration 2. Considering the time taken to manually annotate a handful of data (ap-
proximately 2 hours), and the time taken to train the models across two iterations, about 84%
of the data were labeled with high confidence in a span of 18 hours. Based on the results of
the second iteration, we ran a manual cross-checking, focusing on the lowest confident pseudo-
labels, providing additional 200 samples reflecting those that caused difficulties. This resulted
in a further adaptation of the model and further (slight) improvement in the F1 scores as can
be seen in iteration 3 in Table 2. The real benefit of this approach lies in more than 330,000
sentences being pseudo-labeled with high-confidence, in addition to an increase in the F1 Score
of classifying the Opinions detected within a text (cf. Table 2).

5.2 Results on Triplet Extraction

Drawbacks of the Naive Approach: Unlike with NER, pseudo-labeling AOPs using a naive
approach proved to be a challenge. Training a model purely on simulated data yielded an F1
Score of 0.92 at the end of the first iteration (cf. Table 3). However, given the vast vocabulary
present within the collected corpus, a back-translation technique to generate only 200 simulated
data proved insufficient. Also, marking a sentence as high-confident purely on the basis of it
achieving an average confidence score greater than 0.95 proved insufficient. This was evident
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Table 4 – Example of AOPs prediction for an example sentence, at the end of iteration 1 using the naive
approach.

Descriptor
Am Gaumen weich, rotbeerige Frucht,

sehr lebendig, Orangenzestentouch im Finale

Relations Formed "Frucht - weich" "Frucht - rotbeerige" "lebendig - sehr"

Relation Scores 1.0 1.0 0.97

Correct Relations No Yes Yes

Missed Relations "weich - Am Gaumen", "Orangenzestentouch - im Finale"

in a drastic drop in the F1 Score to 0.34 at the end of the second iteration (cf. Table 3). In the
same time, we see an increase in the number of high confident samples, we are aiming for. For
this, we analyzed the results per iteration in more details.

Additional investigations led to following considerations: Some challenges were observed
in the way in which the predictions were made at the end of iteration 1, a sample is shown in
Table 4. Here, it was observed that relations were formed at random positions within a text (for
e.g. "Frucht - weich", cf. Table 4). Also, these randomly formed relations were predicted with
high confidence scores. Another major challenge involved the inability of the model to detect
all relations within the text (e.g., Missing Relations, cf. Table 4). The presence of a high number
of such data being marked as high-confident pseudo-labeled data at the end of the first iteration
(cf. Table 4) led to model poisoning in the second iteration (cf. Table 3). This observation led
to the implementation of heuristics, which will be explained in the subsequent paragraph. In
addition to setting a minimum confidence threshold score of 0.95, these heuristics added a level
of strictness when it came to marking a data as high-confident pseudo-labeled data.

Implementation of Heuristics: We introduce a set of heuristics that were derived from
the observations on the results at the end of the second iteration from the naive approach (cf.
Table 3). These were done with an intention to alleviate the issues of randomly formed relations
and missed relations while marking a data as high-confident pseudo-labeled. Also, they were
deliberately implemented to select those data points that had a high number of relations formed
within them.

The suggested and implemented heuristics comprise as follows:

• Check if relations are not formed at random points within a text.

• Check for each detected entity, if it is paired at least with one other entity.

• Check if the detected entity is a complete word.

• Check if at least 50% of all words within text is detected as entities.

• Check if number of relations formed within a text, NRelations is greater than or equal to the
highest detected entity within a text such that:

NRelations ≥ max(NAspects,NOpinions),

where NAspects and NOpinions are the number of Aspects and Opinions detected in a text.

Observations with Strategies 1 and 2: In strategies 1 and 2, we applied heuristics which im-
proved the abilities of the triplet generation. Despite low F1 scores, there was an improvement
over the baseline for each strategy at the end of the second iteration (cf. Table 3). More im-
portantly, these led to a consistent model performance across iterations in strategy 1 and an
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improvement in strategy 2 (cf. Table 3). Also, in strategy 2, it was observed that running these
experiments for 2 iterations looked optimum, for a third iteration led to a further drop in the
model performance.

Regarding the different strategies and results, we can argue as follows: A naive approach
being transferred from the NER experiments is not suitable, given the wine descriptions in the
Falstaff corpus (cf. Section 3). We need heuristics to improve the quality of triplets in the cur-
rent task.
So, let us consider the two remaining strategies. The main difference is in the handling of
synthetic data. Strategy 1, in which a number of confident pseudo-labeled data that were gen-
erated at the end of the first iteration, led, however, to a more consistent model. From our
perspective, this is related to the approach of staying comfortable within the bubble of S+U
Learning synthesized samples. For the matter of a mere increase of data, the approach produces
reasonable results (cf. Table 3). However, in order to go beyond the bubble, there is a benefit
from the addition of real, fresh data to the already generated pseudo-labeled data in combina-
tion with the application of heuristics. This yielded an improvement in both, the number of
high-quality pseudo-labeled data being generated as well as in the performance of the models
across iterations (cf. Table 3). Given these results, we expect that combined handling of real and
pseudo-labeled data, as in strategy 2, might be the most beneficial approach for an automatic
generation of AOPs.

6 Conclusion

The task of fetching AOPs from wine descriptors helps in knowledge extraction on the aromatic
characteristics of a wine. This paper aimed to achieve this with the help of S+U Learning as a
two-step process (each step had multiple iterations): first by making use of an NER model to
detect all the named entities within a given wine descriptor in the form of Aspects and Opin-
ions, and then by making use of a Triplet Extraction method by forming pairs between Aspects
and their corresponding Opinions, forming AOPs (cf. Figure 1). While the NER experiments
yielded a slight increase in the F1 scores, we achieved, in contrast, a high number of highly
confident pseudo-labeled data with very low (manual) effort (cf. Table 2). While the Triplet
Extraction experiments proved to be challenging due to the complex nature of wine aroma de-
scriptions, the addition of a small amount of fresh, real samples did yield an improvement in the
model performance across iterations (cf. Table 3). This was achieved by combining automatic
training approaches and implementing additional heuristics, leading to improved quality of the
pseudo-labels that were generated at the end of each iteration.
As a next step, with the availability of a good number of high-confident triplets, the aim is to
train a model for a joint task of NER and AOPs prediction in a given wine descriptor.
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